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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0108695A1] 1. An automatic machine for curving, according to a predetermined configuration, thin rectilinear metallic elements of
constant thickness of the wire, strip or tube kind, this machine including a bending device (12) which comprises a distributor member (13) through
which the element to be curved (1) may be inserted to extend beyond an outlet of said distributor member, a bending member (14) which is located
downstream and in in the vicinity of the outlet of the distributor member (13) and which may, by means of a first drive mechanism (24), be driven
with an angular rotational movement about a first axis (Y) perpendicular to the extending direction of the element to be curved, said curving machine
further comprising first driving means (5) for generating a relative stepped feeding movement between the element to be curved and the bending
device (12), as well as second driving means (49) for generating a relative angular rotational movement between the bending device (12) and the
element to be curved (1) about a second axis (Z) merging with the extending direction of the element to be curved, the operations of the first driving
mechanism and second driving means (24, 29) being synchronized with the operation of first driving means (5), according to a predetermined cycle,
said curving machine being characterized in that the bending member consists in a bending finger (14) which is associated with a second drive
mechanism (23) adapted to reciprocate said bending finger along a rectilinear path (X) parallel with said first axis (Y), the bending finger being
supported in a frame (22) which is mounted for rotation about said second axis (Z) and on which said second driving means (49) act.
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